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1.	Necessity and Purpose of
Research

Uber will bring about positive changes in terms of

1.1 Necessity of Research

1.2 Purpose of Research

New transportation services based on the

This study is to foresee the transport industry that

sharing economy are at odds with the existing

will newly emerge in the 4th industrial revolution

transportation industry. Uber Pool, a world-famous

era, and understand the impact of the change on

and representative ridesharing service, was not

the existing transportation industry, and arrange

introduced in Korea due to the opposition of the

legal and institutional preparations to induce co-

taxi industry and lack of legal basis. However,

prosperity of old and new transport services based

some argue that shared transport services, which

on the understanding of such an impact.

economic efficiency and social equity.

were newly introduced in line with technological
advancements, is necessary from the aspect of

waiting time is 4.5 minutes shorter than taxis (8

2.	Comparison of the Future
Transportation Industry and
Existing Transportation Industry

minutes). Brookings Institute (2017)2 forecasted

2.1 Types of the Future Transportation Industry

strengthening urban competitiveness. According
to Deloitte (2016)1 , the Uber X rate in Australia
is 20% lower (about US$ 6) than taxis, and the

that shared transport platform businesses like

2.1.1 Road sector: Passenger
1 Deloitte (2016), Economic Effects of Ridesharing in Australia, pp.
27-30.
2 Brookings Institute (2017), The Current and Future State of the
Sharing Economy, pp. 11-17.

2.1.1.1 Autonomous driving transport service
Various effects are expected such as the reduction
of parking demand, labor costs (for commercial
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vehicles), and traffic accidents, in addition to

popular as consumers and suppliers can be matched

the reduction in the number of vehicles, when

up in real-time thanks to the development of

autonomous vehicles are introduced. However,

information and communication technology.

the safety of autonomous vehicles has been
suspected due to recent accidents involving

2.1.1.3 Mobility as a service (MaaS)

autonomous vehicles. In addition, there are some

Whim in Helsinki (Finland) is the most well-known

problems to solve prior to the introduction of

example of MaaS7. However, major cities such as

autonomous vehicles, such as public acceptance,

Paris (France), Los Angeles (U.S.) and Singapore

policy improvement, security enhancement, and

are also promoting or implementing the MaaS

infrastructure establishment.

pilot service that reflects the characteristics of the
city (Goodall et al., 2017)8 . It seems that there is

2.1.1.2 Shared transport service

no specific project implementation plan related to

In recent years, more and more people are

MaaS to date in Korea, but it can be introduced

considering vehicles as goods to hire when needed,

depending on changes in domestic and overseas

3

not assets (Corwin et al., 2015) , and this trend is

conditions.

strongly marked among those just starting out in
a career and the youth (Giffi et al., 2014)4. It was

2.1.2 Road sector: Freight

also reported in Korea that the main customer base

2.1.2.1 Self-driving truck

of car sharing is in their twenties (Kyunghyang Biz,

Autonomous driving technology in the logistics

5

2016) . In addition, the car sharing market, which

sector started from the development and application

amounted to only KRW 600 million in 2012, has

of the unmanned forklift, unmanned transport

grown rapidly to KRW 100 billion in 2016, and

equipment, self-driving trailers, and cargo handling

is expected to exceed KRW 500 billion by 2020

and unloading robots, with a focus on facilities such

6

(Joongang Ilbo, 2017) . The utilization ratio of

as logistics warehouses and cargo handling sites

car sharing seems to be continuously increasing

such as ports and wharfs. It is being expanding to

in Korea for the time being, especially among

the development of self-driving trucks and delivery

customers in their 20s and 30s.

robots for long-distance bulk handling last mile

Ridesharing is a new concept that expands and
generalizes the previous carpool system. As in the

delivery in cities and regions in the mid- to long
term.

case of car sharing, ridesharing services become
3 Corwin, S., Vitale J., Kelly, E. and Cathles E. (2015), The Future of
Mobility, Deloitte University Press, p. 2.
4 Giffi, C., Vitale J., Drew, M., Gangula, B. and Schmith, S. (2014),
“The Changing Nature of Mobility,” Deloitte Review, Issue 15, p. 60.
5 Kyunghyang Biz, “20’s are the main customers of car sharing,”
http://biz.khan.co.kr/khan_art_view.html?artid=201610310957001&
code=920508, October 31, 2016 (April 1, 2018).

7 Whim is the name of an application that can use the MaaS system
introduced in Helsinki. “Oy” established in 2015 was the MaaS
operator in Helsinki and the name was changed to “MaaS Global”
after 2016 (Source: Maas Global, https://maas.global/press/(May 31,
2018)).

6 JoongAng Ilbo, “Car Sharing Market is ‘Booming’ ... Car Sharing
Culture Spreads among 20s and 30s,” http://news.joins.com/
article/22143990, November 23, 2017 (April 1, 2018).

8 Goodall, W., Fishman, T. D., Bornstein, J. and Bonthron, B. (2017),
“Emergency of Service Type Mobility,” Deloitte Review, Issue 20, p.
105.
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2.1.2.2 Shared logistics service

autonomous flight technology. An unmanned

The services that use logistics equipment including

aircraft, commonly referred to as a drone, refers to

trucks in common seems to spread, because the

pilotless aircraft. Drones flying beyond the visual

concept of infrastructure sharing including labor

range of sight (BVLOS) is prohibited in most

based on the sharing economy is expanding to the

countries, if not specifically approved. However,

9

logistics field.

The most primary and representative service form

some countries are starting to deregulate to utilize
drones in various ways.

is to provide information on a logistics warehouse
with empty space so that several owners of goods

2.1.3.2 Shared air transport service

and logistics companies can share one logistics

The aircraft rental service is available in Korea that

warehouse in common, and to provide information

allows the rental of aircraft, light aircraft and ultra

on empty private warehouses, offices, and garages

light aircraft in accordance with Article 2 of the

within a narrow city area using a smart phone app or

Aviation Business Act.10 A total of 17 companies are

web-based platform so that individuals and business

registered as of March 2018 and seven companies

owners can share their space to store or manage

are aircraft rental companies.11

their own goods, store and manage inventory, and

The aircraft sharing service that is most

showcase products. Sharing is expected to increase

generally available provides irregular charter

in such a way that freight transportation equipment

services. The air transport service provider can

such as forklifts as well as freight vehicles are leased/

provide an irregular charter flight in accordance

rented at the B2C and B2C level. In addition, the

with Article 2 of the Aviation Business Act.

cargo transportation service business is growing
aiming to distribute resources efficiently by closing

2.1.3.3 On-demand air mobility (ODAM)

supply and demand transactions between cargo and

Even though the manner in which air transportation

transportation vehicles, by connecting truck drivers

services are provided is changing due to the

and freight forwarders.

development of communication technology, the
technology to use aircraft for point-to-point

2.1.3 Aviation sector

movement like a vehicle is emerging, such as a

2.1.3.1 Future modes of air transportation

personal airplane and a flying car.

The Personal Air Vehicle (PAV) is developed as an
aircraft designed to overcome traffic congestion on

2.1.3.4 Development of aircraft fuselage technology

the ground and to move freely and more quickly,

The Concord is classified as a supersonic aircraft

and it is developed in various forms owing to the

that can fly at a maximum speed of Mach 2.04

development of flight vehicle production technology.

(double the speed of sound).12 Hypersonic aircraft

In general, the future PAV refers to the
combination of advanced navigation and
10 Aviation Business Act, Law No. 15325, Article 2 (2017.12.26.).
9 Min Yeonju et al. (2017), Discovering Convergence Logistics
Business and Support Methods in the Logistics 4.0 Era, Korea
Transport Institute, p. 178.

11 Korea Civil Aviation Association (2018), Pocket Aviation Status, p. 363.
12 Maeil Business Newspaper (October 24, 2014), “The Concord,
the World’s Fastest Unfortunate Airliner”.
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can fly faster than the Concord (faster than Mach

as the Trucking Transport Act) of the Ministry

5.0) and discussions about this aircraft have been

of Land, Infrastructure and Transport. The

underway recently. All hypersonic aircraft are in

trucking transport business is divided into general,

the development stage, and fuel efficiency and noise

individual, and delivery service, and the freight

issues need to be addressed to prevent the same

forwarding business is divided into general freight

mistakes that the Concorde made in the past.

forwarding and moving cargo forwarding. Like the

Various research is being carried out to

Passenger Transport Act, the Trucking Transport

increase the fuel efficiency of existing engines, and

Act stipulates service provider qualifications, driver

diversify aircraft energy sources as well. These

qualifications, supply level management, and tariff

various research adopt the method of replacing

regulations.

conventional fossil fuels with non-fossil fuels such
as biofuel using oil or sugar extracted from grains,

2.2.3 Aviation Business Act

or using physical fuel-like solar heat or chemical

Since the air transportation sector includes not

13

fuel cells like hydrogen.

only domestic transportation businesses but also
transportation businesses connected to the outside

2.2	Types and Regulations of the Existing
Transportation Industry

world, Article 2 of the Aviation Business Act divides

2.2.1 Passenger Transport Service Act

domestic air transport service and international air

The Passenger Transport Service Act (hereinafter

transport service. The Act separately defines foreign

referred to as the Passenger Transport Act)

provider of international air transport services

defines four types of transport business -

based on the concept of ownership. In addition, the

passenger transport business, car rental business,

small-scale air transport service is separately defined

bus terminal business and passenger transport

depending on the size of the air transportation

franchise business. The Act also stipulates service

business.

aviation business that can transport passengers
and cargo for remuneration on demand into the

provider qualifications, driver qualifications,
route and operating area regulations, and tariff
regulations.
2.2.2 Trucking Transport Business Act
The trucking transport business in Korea is
divided into trucking transport business, freight

3.	Future Transportation Industry
and Traffic Demand Forecast
3.1 Outlook of the Future Transportation Industry

forwarding business and franchise trucking

2040 is the target year set to forecast the future

business in accordance with the Trucking

transportation industry. A key aspect of this analysis

Transport Business Act (hereinafter referred to

is to forecast at which level certain services can
affect the transportation industry by 2040.

13 Monthly of Electrical Technology & Information (March 1,
2017), “The future of electric airplanes 2040”.
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Table 1. Items and Research Methods to Forecast the Future Transportation Industry
Item

Forecast item
Autonomous vehicle
commercialization period

Research method

Forecast details

Meta-analysis

Road
MaaS generalization period Existing literature review
(passenger)

Road
(Cargo)

Share of autonomous vehicles among new cars sold in
2040
Reviewing technical, infrastructure and policy factors to
generalize MaaS.

Shared transport service

Existing literature review

Scale of shared transport service market

Autonomous vehicle
commercialization period

Existing literature review

Share of autonomous vehicles among new cars sold in
2040

passenger transport service Existing literature review
Aviation
based on air mobility for
and FGI result application
(passenger)
the downtown area

Prediction of introduction period of passenger transport
service based on air mobility for the downtown area

3.2 Future Transportation Demand Forecast

billion tons in 2045.

3.2.1 Prospect of demographic changes

3.2.3 Changes in the number of registered cars

According to a press release of the National

It is assumed that the type of model for estimating

Statistical Office, the total population of Korea is

the number of registered passenger cars has a

expected to decrease to 40.32 million in 2065 after

logistic curve, and the parameter of the logistic

increasing from 51.01 million in 2015 to 52.96

curve was estimated by taking the number of

million in 2031.

14

Population growth rates are

registered cars by year as presented in the press

expected to decline steadily over the same period,

release of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and

and the rate seems to decline from 0.53% in 2015

Transport (July 16, 2018) as an observation point.15

to a negative population growth by 2032. It is

The number of registered passenger cars in 2040

expected that the population growth rate will reach

will stand at 21.7 million, when estimated using the

-1.03 percent by 2065.

estimation model.16
It is assumed that the type of model for

3.2.2 Changes in the total traffic volume

estimating the number of registered government

It was found that demand for the passenger sector

and commercial trucks has a linear curve, and the

will reach the peak in 2025 with 91,958 (thousand

parameter of the linear regression equation was

travel/day). It was expected that demand will

estimated by taking the number of registered trucks

decrease afterwards and come to 84,579 (thousand

by year as presented in the press release of the

travel/day) in 2045.

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (July

It was forecast that demand for the road cargo

16, 2018) as an observation point.17 The number

sector will show a growing trend from 2015 to
2045, and the total road cargo traffic will increase
from about 1.76 billion tons in 2015 to about 2.75

14 Press release of the National Statistical Office (2016), “Future
Population Estimate: 2015-2065,” National Statistical Office, p. 1.

15 Press release of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport
(July 16, 2018), “The number of registered cars is expected to exceed
23 million at the end of the year,” Ministry of Land, Infrastructure
and Transport, See the table in p. 3 <Appendix 1>.
16 The specific estimated value is 21,706,358 cars (=22,000,000/
(1+exp(-0.122×2040+243.965))).
17 Press release of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport
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of registered trucks in 2040 will stand at 719,000,
18

when estimated using the estimation model.

controversy due to the economic feasibility of airport
construction, in terms of economic feasibility and
guaranteeing the right of local residents to travel.

3.2.4	Demand and share changes in the demand
responsive air mobility market
According to the analysis results, the utilization rate
of air mobility for the downtown area will increase
in both Seoul and the capital area, as distance
increases. This study forecasts future traffic from
2035, when public mobility for the downtown area
is expected to appear, to the target year 2045, based

4.	Socio-Economic Impact of the
Future Transportation Industry
4.1	Setting the Scenario of Changes in the Future
Transportation Industry Structure

on the modal share proposed by Song Kihan et al.

This section sets the scenario that can be realized

(2017) and traffic distribution of the main means

in 2040 (target year), based on the prospect of the

by year as proposed by KTDB (2017).

19

Even

future transportation industry and traffic demand as

though FGI by domestic experts estimated that the

described in Chapter 2. The set scenario is used in

passenger transport service based on air mobility

the following Section 3 to estimate the impact of the

for the downtown area can be introduced in early

future transportation industry change.

2030 in Korea, this study assumes that the service

First, it is expected that autonomous vehicles

can share the mode of downtown transportation

will occupy one-third and eco-friendly cars will

from 2035 due to the marketability issue.

occupy one-fourth of all passenger vehicles in the

According to the FGI results through this study,

target year in the road passenger sector. In addition,

experts proposed that demand type air mobility will

it is forecast that the shared transport service

be more useful in the islands rather than downtown

will become more popular, which is currently

areas. As battery technology for flight vehicles

proliferating, and public transportation will be

continues to develop and various flight vehicles

reorganized into the MaaS system.

are developed that can fly beyond 50 km, which is

In the road cargo sector, autonomous vehicles

the target range of air mobility for the downtown

will occupy three-fourth and eco-friendly cars will

area, it is also possible to introduce a flight vehicle

occupy one-third of all freight vehicles in the target

that can fly in the short-to-mid range. It seems that

year. In other words, cargo delivery by unmanned

introduction of demand responsive air mobility

vehicles will be generalized in the freight sector.

would be effective in the islands, which causes

It is expected that the air transport service
will appear, which is based on demand responsive

(July 16, 2018), “The number of registered cars is expected to exceed
23 million at the end of the year,” Ministry of Land, Infrastructure
and Transport, p. 3 <Appendix 1>.
18 The specific estimated value is 719,285 cars (=-2.285E7 +
11553.571 × 2040).
19 Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs (2017), Making
Nationwide Passenger O/D Full Data and Future Demand Forecast, p.
424.

mobility in the case of the aviation sector. It is
difficult to comprehend the size of the market
because a new service will be introduced, using
new technology that does not exist yet. However,
when opinions were reviewed by the expert group,
it was forecast that air mobility for the downtown
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Table 2. Expected Changes in the Future Transportation Industry Structure in Line with the Introduction of Sharing
Service Based on Autonomous Vehicles (target year - 2040)
Large category

Small category

Estimation
method

Estimated effect

Remarks

If car sharing is possible, current transport Assuming that public
Transport service Quoting existing
demand can be accommodated by onetransport services are also
market size
research
third to one-tenth of current vehicles.
provided.
Economic
aspect

Travel cost
change
Changes in
vehicle purchase
Driver
employment
change

Social
aspect

Assuming that the modal
Travel cost reduction is expected to
share of sharing services
amount to KRW 4.2 - 12.5 (trillion/year). based on autonomous
vehicles is 10 ~ 30%.

The number of vehicles purchased by
Quoting existing
those in their 20s-30s is expected to
books
decrease in the future.

-

Quoting existing
books and
The rate of introducing autonomous
performing
vehicles is expected to be 9 ~ 29% of all
additional
vehicles.
analysis

Assigning autonomous
vehicles as much as the
demand of new drivers
(=number of retirees +
demand gains)

Elderly
population
mobility

Performing
analysis

The proportion of the elderly expected to Demand can increase
use sharing services based on autonomous owing to the comparative
vehicles amounts to at least 6%.
advantage over taxi fares.

Disabled
mobility

Performing
analysis

The proportion of the disabled expected
to use sharing services based on
autonomous vehicles amounts to at least
22%.

Eliminating
underdeveloped
transportation
service areas

Environmental
aspect

Performing
analysis

Quoting existing books/Some
underdeveloped transportation service
Quoting existing
areas are expected to be removed when
research
sharing services based on autonomous
vehicles are introduced.

Absorbing some of the
public transport demand
depending on the service
fare level
Subsequent research is
needed for specific analysis

Reducing
air pollutant
emissions

Performing
analysis

•O: 83,468 (tons/year)
•NOx: 41,284 (tons/year)
•HC: 7,459 (tons/year)

Only passenger cars are
considered, based on
scenario 2.

Reduction of
greenhouse
gas emissions/
Performing
analysis

Performing
analysis

•CO2: 15,819,051 (tons/year)

Only passenger cars are
considered, based on
scenario 2.

area can create about 10% demand in terms of

sharing services based on autonomous vehicles can

the modal share presented by previous studies.

be considered by dividing into the service provider

Therefore, we set the scenario of 3%, 5% and 8%

aspect and the user aspect. There is a possibility

modal share respectively in the entire modal share.

that the size of the existing transport service may

The scenario of public services in the islands was

decrease in the passenger sector, as travel efficiency20

set with fluctuations in demand of 20%.

improves. However, the overall size of the transport
service market may increase or decrease, as the

4.2 Economic, Social and Environmental Impact
4.2.1 Road sector
The economic effect achieved by the introduction of

creation of a new market is also expected due to the

20 Improved efficiency means that the same amount of traffic can be
handled with less supply.
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appearance of a new transport service. In addition,

early or proliferated through active policies, the

vehicle purchase is expected to decline in the 20s -

effects of reducing air pollutants and greenhouse

30s age group who prefer car sharing. In the end,

emissions can be experienced more quickly.

transport service operating organizations or vehicle
manufacturers should adjust their profit structure

4.2.2 Aviation sector

according to the change of the transport service

A new market will be created in the air transport

market size. Travel cost reduction is expected from

industry due to the introduction of demand

the user aspect, which seems to create an effect of

responsive air mobility, and it is expected to share

increasing household income.

existing ground-based traffic within the range

Social effects can be considered from the aspect

aircraft can fly. The flight distance of the currently

of hiring drivers, mobility change of mobility

developing aircraft can be increased to 100 km

vulnerable, and elimination of underdeveloped

or more by developing battery technology. It is

transportation service areas. The introduction of

expected that traffic can be handled if demand

autonomous vehicles is expected to reduce driver

responsive mobility is introduced and operated

employment. Therefore, it is necessary to adjust the

as a public service for local residents under the

supply level considering the impact of autonomous

assumption that the technical limitations can be

vehicle introduction in the job market. Sharing-

overcome in the near future.

based autonomous driving services will improve

To operate the demand responsive air mobility

the mobility of the mobility vulnerable such as the

service, demand for personnel is also created such

elderly and the disabled, and improve the mobility

as pilots of the flight vehicles, mechanics, and

of inhabitants in underdeveloped transportation

ground handling personnel. Obviously, even though

service areas.

the implementation of remote control, autonomous

The environmental effect of eco-friendly vehicle

flight, and maintenance automation technology

supply varies depending on the proportion of eco-

can be implemented in the long term due to the

friendly vehicles among operated vehicles. In other

development of flight technology and artificial

words, if eco-friendly vehicles can be distributed

intelligence, the operating personnel in the field

Table 3. Expected Changes in the Future Transportation Industry Structure in Line with the Introduction of Air
Mobility for the Downtown Service (target year - 2045)
Large category

Economic aspect

Social aspect

Small category

Estimation method

Estimated effect

Size of the demand responsive Quoting existing books and
air mobility service market
performing additional analysis

Expected to share occurred traffic demand
from long distance or remote place

Change of air mobility
vehicles for the downtown
area

Quoting existing books and
performing additional analysis

70 to 185 air mobility vehicles and two
vehicles for remote site will be required by
2045

Change in travel costs

Quoting existing books

It is forecast that the overall service cost
will decrease in the long term due to the
reduction of related technology costs

Job market change

Quoting existing books and
performing additional analysis

Jobs can be created by flight vehicle
operation as well as infrastructure
establishment, operation and maintenance
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concerned is still required in the mid-to-long term,

to solve conflicts in the current transport service

considering the possibility of stable realization of

market in the short term. However, we may try to

the technology. When the assumed value is applied

establish some basic principles. Consumers should

to the number of required flight vehicles, about

be allowed to fully experience new services, and the

1,200 jobs can be created by 2045.

regulations that hinder such an opportunity should
be reformed, and the social group that falls behind
in the process should be supported in the aspect of

5.	Differences of the Old and New
Transportation Industry and
Lessons of History

social integration.

5.2	Differences of the Old and New Transportation
Industry

5.1	Cases of Institutionalizing New Transportation
Services and Lessons of History

5.2.1 Road sector: Passenger

As times change and preferences change,

that consumers are demanding new transportation

expectations for transportation services also change.

services as the traffic market changes. O2O platform

The emergence of new transportation services to

operators believe that they can provide better

meet these expectations is inevitable. However,

transportation services to consumers than existing

consumers should be able to experience new

transportation services, based on technology.

transportation services sufficiently to spread them.

However, their entry into the transportation service

Although the railway has a comparative advantage

market is being delayed due to current regulations

over the carriage in passenger transportation, it

and by opposition of the existing transportation

took time for the railway to proliferate because

industry. O2O platform operators claim that

recognition and experience of the consumers took

their services are complementary, not substitutes

time. Steam cars in the U.K. exemplify a case in

for existing transportation services. They also

which consumer experience in new services can

expressed an opinion that they are ready to engage

be limited by regulations. Excessive regulations on

in discussions at any time for mutual prosperity

steam cars left the U.K. out of competition with

between new and old service providers, but they do

neighboring countries in the car industry.

not have the opportunity to resolve conflicts among

The social group that falls behind due to
the appearance of new transportation services

O2O platform operators have expressed an opinion

stakeholders due to the lukewarm attitude of the
government.

while existing industries are replaced with new

Existing transport service providers have

ones should be taken into account. Support for

expressed sympathy for the need for improvement

port workers who had lost their jobs due to the

of transport services, but they think these changes

introduction of cranes seemed to have cost them

should be made within existing institutions.

in the short term, but in the long run it resulted in

O2O platform operators claim that they can be

modernization and efficiency of port operations.

competitive in terms of price because they are

As we have seen in the past cases, it is difficult

not subject to any restrictions. They think that
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transportation services needed to be regulated due

current regulations are ultimately needed to enhance

to publicity. They are concerned that publicity may

and develop the competitiveness of the freight

be violated if emphasis is put solely on profits,

transportation service market in the 4th industrial

because non-profitable services will not be provided

revolution era. However, it was emphasized that

and only highly profitable services will be provided.

institutional improvement is needed in such a way

They claimed that the cost of service production by

that equity, stability and publicity are secured, and

existing transportation service providers is high due

drawing up measures to minimize conflicts between

to regulations and those regulations are needed for

existing market players and new market players is

publicity and safety.

essential. First, it was found that active measures

In summary, O2O platform operators think that

should be taken for the introduction of autonomous

deregulation is necessary to provide transportation

driving technology, and the freight transportation

services that are suitable for the changing

service based on the sharing economy seems to be

environment, whereas existing transport service

feasible only after the commercialization of self-

providers claims that some control is inevitable to

driving trucks.

maintain the value of transport services such as
publicity, safety and equity.

5.2.3 Aviation sector
The conflict between old and new service providers

5.2.2 Road sector: Freight

was not found conspicuous because the new

Regarding the method of enhancing the

system that can significantly affect the existing

competitiveness of the freight market, industry

passenger transportation industry is not yet

officials for the FGI answered that the competitive

commercialized. Until now, a new type of short-

sharing logistics service business cannot emerge

distance transportation service that replaces

easily due to excessive constraints within the

existing services has not appeared. In the case of

current legal and institutional framework and

a mode of air transportation for the downtown

derivative services cannot be provided easily due to

area, there are only a few conflicting factors felt by

the slow response of the government and lack of

users because it is still in the development phase. In

clear authoritative interpretation.

the case of freight transport using drones, drones

Particularly, they came to a conclusion that the

cannot fly outside of the visual line-of-sight due to

development of new business in the domestic freight

the limitations of technology and system, and the

forwarding industry will not be easy, because it is

transportation of construction materials, which is

generally difficult to secure reliability and there are

the business scope of aircraft operators, cannot be

stringent regulations. Although the appearance new

replaced due to a weight load problem.

business is expected due to publicity in some parcel

To introduce a new mode of air transportation,

delivery freight markets, because it provides more

it is needed to solve technical and institutional

logistics service for people’s lives that general freight

problems first, because the safety and reliability of

forwarding market.

the mode is very important. In order to compete

Opinions were collected revealing that

with the existing mode of transportation, the issue

substantial re-examination and maintenance of

of economic feasibility should be reviewed that
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is associated with the cost of introduction and

is, real-time matching of passengers wanting to

operation compared to the time value experienced

share a taxi, fare allocation and settlement among

by consumers. However, the sensor-based air

passengers. To this end, it is necessary to introduce

transportation system is economically more

an app-based taxi sharing system so that matching

advantageous in the islands or remote areas where

and fare payment can be done conveniently.

the cost-effectiveness of infrastructure construction

It can be also considered to impose an

is low, than ground infrastructure in the aspect of

additional charge during certain times or service

ground infrastructure construction. It can also be

areas where the burden on the drivers increases due

used in the field of emergency transportation that

to the taxi service operation. That is, if the service

priceless time matters. Therefore, it is necessary to

with added time or cost is provided even though

analyze the changes in market demand considering

the same distance is serviced, the driver is allowed

the maturity of technology development and to

to increase the fare to as much as the added cost.

re-arrange legal and institutional requirements to

In other words, there is a need for the driver to

commercialize new technology quickly.

differentiate the fare for the service that requires the
additional service.
According to the survey on taxi passengers

6.	Method of Responding to the
Future Transportation

about the taxi service, refusing to accept passengers

6.1	Exit Strategy of the Existing Transportation
Industry

passengers traveling long distances, as the driver

6.1.1 Road sector: Passenger

at the same time, crackdown on passenger refusal

It seems inevitable that the system of turning over

should be tightened. In addition, specific guidelines

the daily earnings of taxi drivers to the company

to the types of passenger refusal should be prepared

should be modified to change the vicious circle of

so that passengers can use.

is the most frequently raised complaint. Refusing
passengers occurs because the driver prefers
wants to serve only profitable passengers. If the
labor conditions of the driver should be improved

increased suspension of the corporate taxi service

If the management status of the taxi service

due to this system to a virtuous cycle system. For

provider, vehicle management, and safety training

example, we can consider the total abolition of this

are evaluated on a regular basis and certification

system or reduction of amount (e.g. 50 to 60%

of excellency is awarded to companies that have

of the present level). Or, government support for

achieved excellent results, it can be good reference

corporate tax drivers (e.g. oil price subsidies) can

information for passengers to select a service. This

also be considered.

will encourage taxi service providers themselves to

It is expected that the competitiveness of axis
can be improved if taxi sharing is allowed, because

improve their service levels and will be helpful in
increasing passenger convenience.

the ridesharing service is possible utilizing taxis. Of

Existing taxi service providers need to change

course, there are some issues that should be solved

their business method to O2O platform business

first to introduce the taxi sharing service. That

that is characterized by matching technology. The
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presence of multiple platform providers will also

trucking transportation business operators.

help maintain market functions. It was found that

The market should be re-organized into a flexible

conditions are created for multiple O2O platform

market entry system that responds to the actual

operators in the taxi service market, with the recent

demand of the market. In other words, difficulty

appearance of T Map taxi, as well as Kakao Taxi.

in securing the necessary mode of transportation
should be removed when service providers run their

6.1.2 Road sector: Freight

business, by enhancing flexibility in increasing new

Excessive price competition or bidding or weak

vehicles and reducing existing vehicles with the

bargaining power of freight service providers

introduction of a registration system based on the

against owners of goods leads to lower fares for

registration requirement criteria.

the transportation service in the market in the end.

The existing certification system of trucking

Therefore, measures should be taken to improve

transportation business operators should be

the service quality by normalizing lower fares. The

modified to include more evaluation items such as

profit structure should be improved by estimating

management status, vehicle management, transport

the reference costs for the basic transportation

service quality control, safety training, and eco-

service and imposing a differentiated fare on

friendly logistics activities, and the certification

additional services based on the estimation, and the

system and the evaluation system should be

competitiveness and sustainability of the existing

improved. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the

truck transport service market should be enhanced.

system should be increased by strengthening the

The work intensity of truck transportation

incentives for the excellent service evaluation

industry workers should be reduced by adjusting

company or certified company (e.g. increasing new

the business hours including driving hours and

vehicles, personnel and technical support, etc.).

workload. Ensuring an appropriate level of

The evaluation and certification results should be

income is important in the improvement of labor

notified on a regular basis to raise awareness of the

conditions. The profit structure of truck drivers and

service providers, and secure bargaining power and

employees should be changed in connection with

competitiveness when conducting business in the

the change in the fare system. In addition, experts

market.

should be nurtured and more professional personnel
should be hired to introduce new technologies like

6.1.3 Aviation sector

ICT and to develop and apply a future-oriented

As stipulated in the qualifications of air transport

business model.

service providers in Korea, the service provider

An IT-based management system should be

should purchase expensive aircraft to run and

established to overcome the chronic asymmetry of

maintain the air transport business, and have

information in the truck transportation market as

capital above a certain level and the capital strength

well as to improve the efficiency of supply chain

to continuously maintain the safety of the aircraft

management (SCM). In particular, discovering an

are required. Considering the cost and management

ICT-based business model and supporting system

aspects for safe navigation, it is expected that an

development should be strengthened for existing

enterprise type service will appear, which is equipped
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with the capital strength and management system,

is in a stagnated state. To drive these consumer

rather than a mode of personal transportation, in

responses, O2O service providers need to actively

the early phase of introducing a new type of air

seek out niche markets.

mobility. In this respect, there is a possibility that air

There is a case that draws attention as the O2O

transport service providers and aircraft use service

industry is seeking for co-prosperity between old

providers, who have accumulated know-how in the

and new service providers by bearing some losses of

operation and management of airline companies

the existing transportation industry. The common

while running the existing air transport business,

thing found in the U.S. and the Australian case is

will enter the market first and take the lead in the

that they charge an additional fee for the O2O

market and hold a dominant position.

service and use it as a fund to support the existing
transportation industry. This method is something

6.2	Strategy of Introducing a New Transportation
Industry

to note because it has less opposition or resistance
from the public in that additional sources of
revenue are used, instead of taxes.

6.2.1 Road sector: Passenger
Many start-ups have tried to introduce O2O

6.2.2 Road sector: Freight

services in the market since the failure of Uber in

As already reviewed in the passenger transport

entering the domestic market, but were not quite

business section, the niche markets that can

successful. What the reviewed cases suggest in this

minimize conflict with service providers in the

situation is that the niche market that can minimize

existing market should be targeted first for the

conflict with existing service providers should be

new service provider to take root in the freight

targeted first, to position the O2O service industry

forwarding business. In fact, the initial phase of the

in the market.

21

No conflict has been reported

shared cargo transport service has already started

yet regarding Happy Car or Everyone’s Parking

and developed in Korea, by developing the platform

Lot. On the contrary, the possibility of business is

service market for a mode of transportation, no the

discussed, as platform users’ responses are positive.

business license management area in accordance

If O2O services are positioned in the market
and more consumers experience those services,

with the Trucking Transport Act such as two wheel
vehicles and owner-driven passenger cars.

social demand for O2O service proliferation will

Various new O2O service businesses in

increase. Of course, this argument is based on the

the freight transport service sector continue to

premise that O2O services are more efficient than

develop and expand the consumer market in such

existing transport services. The active demand

a way that the convenience of consumers can be

of consumers who want to use better services is

maximized, but they are still running under a

necessary to promote institutional reform that

deficit. Nevertheless, it is worth considering the
creation of a co-prosperity fund that can mutually

21 Services targeting commuting or late night hours with insufficient
supply, or services for underdeveloped transportation service areas
with insufficient public transportation supply can be regarded as a
niche market.

compensate for the loss between the old and new
freight transport industry, in order to be positioned
in the existing market and ensure continuous co-
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prosperity growth with existing market players,
similar to the passenger sector.

market.
The pilot sector can cause the biggest change
in the job market when future air mobility is

6.2.3. Aviation sector

developed and introduced in the aviation field.

Air mobility vehicles for the downtown area is a

Although international and domestic qualification

concept that is designed to transport passengers

standards are not prepared yet for the pilot

more quickly and conveniently by avoiding traffic

qualification of future pilot mobility, it can be

congestion on the ground. Therefore, passengers

expected that current transport aircraft pilots or

should be able to access a mode of transportation

commercial aircraft pilots will flow into the new

quickly and easily from a location in the downtown

air transport industry sector, assuming that the

area to revitalize the air mobility transport market

qualification criteria will be based on the existing

for the downtown area. In the case of road traffic,

qualification criteria described above.

passengers can get on or off at any location, but
an aircraft take-off/landing facility is essential to
operate the aircraft in the case of air transport.

6.4 Institutional Countermeasures

Actually, the Han River water taxi was introduced

6.4.1 Road sector: Passenger

as a new alternative to avoid traffic congestion

It is expected that the platform service providers

during the rush hours, but the operation is stopped

will emerge as new players in the future transport

and resumed repetitively because demand is not

service market that is currently composed of

sufficient enough due to the problem of platform

consumers, suppliers and the government. And

accessibility. Therefore, facilities need to be

a small number of platform service providers

constructed in consideration of nearby linking

are highly likely to form an oligopoly market.

transportation mode and characteristics such as

If platform service providers form an oligopoly

cars and public transportation, when introducing

market, it may cause problems such as price fixing.

air mobility vehicles for the downtown area.

Therefore, it is necessary to limit the maximum
market share, and rates of fare increases or

6.3	Response to Job Changes in the Transportation
Industry

maximum fares. Measures are also needed for

According to the review results of this study, it is

of imposing the responsibility of vehicle safety

expected that about 30% of professional driver

management and safe driving on platform service

jobs will be reduced in the target year in the road

providers should be secured, instead of imposing

sector. It seems that the introduction of the O2O

them on solely on transport service providers.

platform service providers to secure the safety of
transport service providers in advance. Methods

service will have an effect on market creation and

The main direction of transport service

job increase, but the effect is not likely to be large

reorganization that considers the coexistence

enough to offset job cuts. Therefore, measures need

between the existing transportation industry and

to be prepared because job reduction is expected

the O2O industry is to allow the O2O industry

due to the reorganization of the transport service

to enter the market after strengthening the
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Phase 1 (initial phase)

Phase 3 (mature phase): Reorganization of the transportation
service industry to the platform business system

Phase 2 (transition period)

Existing transportation industry
Full-scale deregulation:
Mitigating business area/route restrictions
Deregulation of fares
Starting to provide app-based services

Making Q2O service official/legal

Some deregulation
such as allowing
taxi sharing

Rush hours/Extended work time
Underdeveloped transportation
service areas

Legalizing some
business

Linking with MaaS

Regulatory items:
Controlling profit monopoly
Securing publicity of transportation business
Inducing competition between platform providers
Managing minimal driver qualifications

Q2O industry

Figure 1. Restructuring of the Transport Service Market (plan)

competitiveness of the existing transportation

major debates and agreements on various socio-

industry. Some deregulation should be implemented

economic issues related to the employment of

for the existing transportation industry such as

existing truck drivers. Truck drivers who are

allowing taxi sharing at an early stage, and the

directly affected should prepare for re-training and

O2O industry should be induced to first enter the

re-employment for job transfer.

market where demand and supply do not match.

The response of the logistics industry
regarding the appearance of cloud sourcing freight

6.4.2 Road sector: Freight

forwarding service should be the diversification

The government should first arrange the legal

and advancement of the freight forwarding

system in line with the expansion of autonomous

service in line with the reorganization of the legal

driving, such as the stipulation of legal

system, and strengthening of service quality and

responsibilities for accidents, and preparation

safety management such as the security of the

of infrastructure and safety standards related to

freight transport service and information, and

autonomous freight transportation. The government

guarantee of the service provider’s identity. Also,

should also prepare measures to overcome the

the collaboration system should be created between

small size of the truck transport market after the

various service providers.

commercialization of self-driving car trucks, such as
employment issues, and support the development of

6.4.3 Aviation sector

self-driving trucks.

First, a legal system should be set up regarding the

The logistics industry should establish a system

safety of the fuselage and operation. For safety,

for the operation of self-driving trucks, and lead

the safety of the fuselage itself as well as flight
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safety must be taken into account, and a test

by a new undefined business as in the case of the

flight environment to safely test flights needs to

flight sharing services in the U.S. and Europe.

be created, such as setting a test flight zone and
preparation of the test flight procedure.

Lastly, the infrastructure and system need to be
improved to prepare for an operating environment,

Second, a legal system should be set up to cope

in order to introduce air mobility for the downtown

with the appearance of various business models

area, using a new mode of air transportation.

using a mode of air transportation. The possibility

Research on the location of take-off/landing field

of developing various business models should be

construction and related facilities, and setting of

recognized in advance, and industry nurturing and

new navigable airspace structure and air traffic

market revitalization should be supported through

control system are necessary to prepare for the

appropriate policy support, and managed properly,

introduction of a new mode of air transportation.

in order to avoid repeating the controversy caused

